Consider a symmetric quantum state on an n-fold product space, that is, the state is invariant under permutations of the n subsystems. We show that, conditioned on the outcomes of an informationally complete measurement applied to a number of subsystems, the state in the remaining subsystems is close to having product form. This immediately generalizes the socalled de Finetti representation to the case of finite symmetric quantum states.
Introduction
The analysis of physical experiments is often based on the assumption that the same experiment can be repeated many times independently. In particular, one usually assumes that the results Z 1 , . . . , Z n obtained from n repetitions of the same experiment are distributed according to some product distribution, i.e., P Z1···Zn = (P Z )
n . In practical situations, however, the independence of the individual outcomes Z i can usually not be guaranteed.
The so-called de Finetti representation theorem [dF37] can be seen as a solution to this problem 1 . Basically, it states that the assumption on the product structure of P Z1···Zn can be replaced by a seemingly weaker assumption, namely that the distribution of the outcomes of infinitely many repetitions of the experiment are invariant under reordering. For instance, this is the case if the n samples Z 1 , . . . , Z n are randomly chosen from infinitely many repetitions of the experiment.
Let us briefly explain this result on a more formal level. We say that an n-partite probability distribution P Z1···Zn is symmetric if it is invariant under any permutation of the random variables Z 1 , . . . , Z n . If P Z1···Zn is the marginal of a symmetric distribution P Z1···Zm over m ≥ n random variables, then P Z1···Zn is called m-exchangeable. Moreover, P Z1···Zn is infinitely exchangeable if it is m-exchangeable for all m ≥ n. The result of de Finetti now states that any infinitely exchangeable probability distribution P Z1···Zn can be written as a convex combination of product distributions of the form (P Z )
n . This result has been generalized in different directions. Diaconis and Freedman [DF80] analyzed the structure of m-exchangeable probability distributions of n random variables, for n ≤ m < ∞. This is of particular interest for practical applications, where the number of experiments is only finite. They found that, for appropriate values of n and m, these distributions are still close to the convex hull of the set of product distributions.
The result of de Finetti has also been extended to quantum states, to which the notion of symmetry and exchangeability can be adapted in an obvious way. Hudson and Moody [HM76] showed that any infinitely exchangeable quantum state ρ n over n subsystems is a convex combination of product states, i.e., ρ n = z p z (ρ z ) ⊗n , for appropriate weights p z (see also [Hud81] ). An alternative proof of this claim has recently been presented by Caves, Fuchs, and Schack [CFS02] (see also [FS04] ), relying on the original result of de Finetti.
In this paper, we analyze the structure of m-exchangeable quantum states over n subsystems, for n ≤ m < ∞. In a sense, our result combines the two mentioned directions of generalizing de Finetti's result. Note that any m-exchangeable state ρ n over n subsystems can be extended to an m-exchangeable state ρ n+k over n + k subsystems, for n + k ≤ m. We show that the state ρ n z of the first n subsystems, conditioned on the outcomes z = (z 1 , . . . , z k ) of an informationally complete measurement applied to each of the remaining k subsystems, is close to a product state (ρ z )
⊗n . In particular, since ρ n can be written as a convex combination of the states ρ n z , i.e., ρ n = z p z ρ n z , this immediately implies that ρ n is close to the convex combination z p z (ρ z ) ⊗n . As in the classical case, the distance between the m-exchangeable state ρ n and the convex hull of the set of product states depends on the values m and n. In particular, if m is much larger than n, we obtain the result of [HM76] and [CFS02] .
Our result has applications in quantum information theory and, in particular, quantum cryptography, e.g., for proving the security of quantum key distribution (QKD) schemes (e.g., [BB84] ). An elegant way to study QKD protocols is to subdivide their analysis into two conceptually different stages [Eke91] . In the first stage, Alice and Bob use a quantum channel to distribute n pairs of entangled particles.
2 In the second stage, Alice and Bob each measure their particles and then use the resulting classical information to generate their keys.
For proving the security of such a QKD scheme, one has to show that, even if an adversary can manipulate the state ρ AB of the n particle pairs arbitrarily, either the key generated by Alice and Bob is secure, or they recognize that something went wrong and abort the protocol. However, as the state ρ AB can be arbitrary, these proofs are rather complicated and mostly restricted to a special type of protocol (see also the discussion in [CRE04] ). In this context, our results allow to reduce the analysis of ρ AB to the analysis of states which are close to having product form.
3 Such product states correspond to the much simpler situation where the adversary is restricted to attacking each particle individually.
Outline of the paper
In Section 2, we introduce some basic notation and definitions, including the notion of symmetry and exchangeability. Additionally, we briefly review the properties of the variational distance between probability distributions, as well as its quantum analogue, the trace distance between density operators. Sections 3-6 are devoted to the proof of our main results on the structure of symmetric quantum states. Generally speaking, our proof is based on the analysis of the statistics obtained when applying informationally complete POVMs to symmetric quantum states. We will thus be interested in good POVMs in the sense that the measurement statistics gives maximal information about the measured state. Constructing such POVMs is the main purpose of Section 3, which is somehow independent of the remaining part of the paper. In Section 4, we analyze classical symmetric probability distributions and derive bounds on their distance to product distributions. In Section 5, it is shown how to deduce structural properties of quantum states from the corresponding properties of the measurement statistics, using the POVMs constructed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 6, we combine these results to obtain our main statements, including a de Finetti representation for finitely exchangeable quantum states.
Additionally, in Appendix A, we present an alternative version of our results which might be more suitable for certain applications.
Preliminaries
2.1 Density operators, POVMs, and probability distributions Throughout this paper, we will restrict our attention to finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, denoted by H or H A , for some index A. Let End(H) be the set of endomorphisms on H, and Herm(H) the set of hermitian endomorphisms on H. An element ρ ∈ Herm(H) is called a density operator or, equivalently, a quantum state on H if it is positive semidefinite, ρ ≥ 0, and has trace one, tr(ρ) = 1. We denote by S(H) the set of density operators on H. A positive operator valued measure (POVM) on H is a family Z = {F z } z∈Z of nonnegative operators F z ∈ Herm(H), F z ≥ 0, such that z∈Z F z = id H . The POVM Z is called informationally complete if it is a basis of Herm(H).
To improve the readability of formulas involving density operators on product spaces, we use superscripts to indicate which subsystems an operator acts on, e.g., we write ρ ABC for a density operator on H A ⊗ H B ⊗ H C . Operators with the same name but different superscripts are related to each other by the partial trace. For example, ρ AB is the partial state obtained from ρ ABC by tracing over H C , i.e., ρ AB = Tr C (ρ ABC ), and, similarly, ρ A = Tr BC (ρ ABC ). This notation is consistent since partial traces over different subsystems commute, e.g., we have
. A similar formalism can be used to denote conditional quantum states. Let ρ AB be a density operator on H A ⊗ H B and let Z = {F z } z∈Z be a POVM on H B . Then ρ A |Z=z denotes the quantum state on H A conditioned on the event that the outcome of the measurement Z applied to the subsystem H B equals z ∈ Z, i.e.,
The notation can be extended to density operators over three and more subsystems in an obvious way. Note that, since the partial trace and the operation of conditioning on a measurement result commute, this is compatible with our notation for partial states. For instance, if ρ ABC is a tripartite density operator, then the conditional states ρ A |Z=z and ρ AC |Z=z are related by the partial trace, i.e., ρ A |Z=z = Tr C (ρ AC |Z=z ). We will use a similar formalism to denote the probability distributions resulting from measurements of quantum states. Let ρ A be a density operator and let Y = {E y } y∈Y be a POVM on H A . Then ρ A Y denotes the distribution of the outcome of the measurement Y applied to ρ A , i.e., ρ
This can easily be generalized to product systems. For example, if Y and Z are POVMs on H A and H B , respectively, then ρ AB YZ is the probability distribution of the outcome of the product measurement Y ⊗ Z applied to ρ AB . Note that the operation of taking the partial trace of a density operator has a classical analogue, namely taking the marginal distribution. Similarly, the operation of conditioning a quantum state on a measurement result corresponds to conditioning a probability distribution on the value of a random variable. Our formalism is consistent with respect to these operations in the sense that the following diagram commutes. Let P be a probability distribution on Z and let, for each z ∈ Z, ρ z be a density operator on H. We will often write the weighted sum of ρ z as an expectation value, i.e.,
If the probability distribution is clear from the context, we only write E z [ρ z ]. For example, using our formalism, we have E
for any bipartite quantum state ρ AB on H A ⊗H B . This is a simple reformulation of the fact that the partial state ρ A on H A does not change when a measurement is applied to the subsystem H B .
Distance measures
Let Distr(Z) be the set of probability distributions on the set Z. The variational distance between two probability distributions P, Q ∈ Distr(Z) is defined by
The variational distance is a metric on Distr(Z). In particular, δ(P, Q) = 0 if and only if P = Q, δ is symmetric, δ(P, Q) = δ(Q, P ), and the triangle inequality holds, δ(P, R) ≤ δ(P, Q)+δ(Q, R).
For two bipartite distributions P XY and P X ′ Y ′ , the variational distance cannot increase when taking the marginals,
If P XY and P X ′ Y ′ have the same marginals P X = P X ′ , their distance can be expressed as the expectation value of the distance between their conditional probability distributions,
In particular, if the distributions have product form,
A similar distance measure can be defined on the set Herm(H) of hermitian operators on H. The trace distance between two operators U, V ∈ Herm(H) is defined by
Many properties of the variational distance also hold for the trace distance. In particular, the trace distance is a metric on Herm(H). Moreover, similarly to (2), the trace distance cannot increase when taking the partial trace, i.e., for U, V ∈ Herm(H A ⊗ H B ),
We will also use the strong convexity of the trace distance, i.e., for U, U ′ , V, V ′ ∈ Herm(H) and p, q ∈ [0, 1] with p + q = 1,
The following lemma gives a simple expression for the trace distance between two product operators U ⊗ V and U ′ ⊗ V with a common factor V .
We use the following general fact, which can be verified easily using the appropriate definitions.
for all A, B ∈ Herm(H). Applying this to equation (6) yields
The assertion then follows from the identity tr(A ⊗ B) = tr(A) · tr(B).
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1, we obtain the equation
for states ρ, ρ ′ ∈ S(H A ) and σ ∈ S(H B ), which is the quantum analogue of (4). The trace distance between two density operators ρ and σ on H corresponds to the variational distance between the probability distributions ρ Z and σ Z of the outcomes of a measurement applied to ρ and σ, respectively, for an optimal POVM Z on H, i.e.,
2.3 Symmetry and exchangeability 2.3.1 Symmetric probability distributions and symmetric functions
i.e., Q z (z) is the relative number of occurrences of the symbol z in z. Note that Q z is a probability distribution on Z, Q z ∈ Distr(Z). A symmetric function f on Z n is a function such that f (z) is invariant under permutations of the entries in z. In particular, the value f (z) only depends on the frequency distribution Q z of z. For a formal definition, let S n be the set of permutations on [n], and let, for any π ∈ S n , π Z be the bijection on Z n defined by
In particular, a probability distribution P Z ∈ Distr(Z n ) on Z n is called symmetric if P Z is a symmetric function. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of these definitions.
Lemma 2.3. Let Z be an n-tuple of random variables over a set Z such that P Z is symmetric, and let Y be a random variable over Y defined by a channel P Y |Z such that for every y ∈ Y, the function z → P Y |Z=z (y) is symmetric. Then, for every y ∈ Y, the conditional probability distribution P Z|Y =y is symmetric.
In particular, if f : Z n → Y is a symmetric function, then, for any y ∈ Y, P Z|f (Z)=y is symmetric. An example is the function mapping any n-tuple z to the frequency distribution Q z , i.e., P Z|QZ=q is symmetric. 5 The following lemma is an immediate consequence of this fact.
Lemma 2.4. Let Z = (Z 1 , . . . , Z n ) be an n-tuple of random variables over a set Z such that P Z is symmetric. Then, for any q ∈ Distr(Z),
Symmetric and exchangeable density operators
For any permutation π ∈ S n , let π H be the unique endomorphism on H ⊗n satisfying
It is easy to verify that
The following definition generalizes this concept to include an additional system H A .
Let ρ AB1···Bn ∈ S(H A ⊗H ⊗n ) be symmetric relative to H A . Then, for any choice of r distinct indices i 1 , . . . , i r ∈ [n], r ∈ [n], the state ρ ABi 1 ···Bi r is symmetric relative to H A . Moreover, since it only depends on the number r of distinct indices, we will write ρ Ar instead of ρ ABi 1 ···Bi r .
Similarly, for every z ∈ Z s , the density operator ρ Proof. It suffices to show that, for any π ∈ S n and any y ∈ Y,
ABn . This leads to
The assertion then follows since ρ ABn is symmetric relative to H A ⊗ H B , that is,
The notation for symmetric quantum states introduced above can also be used to denote symmetric probability distributions, e.g., resulting from measuring a symmetric quantum state. Let, for instance, ρ An = ρ AB1···Bn ∈ S(H A ⊗ H ⊗n ) be symmetric relative to H A . Then, for POVMs Y and Z on H A and H, respectively, we write ρ
To formulate our theorems in a compact way, we will make use of the notion of exchangeability. A symmetric density operator ρ n ∈ S(H ⊗n ) is said to be m-exchangeable, for m ≥ n, if there exists a symmetric density operator σ m ∈ S(H ⊗m ) such that ρ n is the partial trace of σ m , i.e., ρ n = σ n . Similarly to Definition 2.5, the definition of exchangeability can be generalized to include an additional system H A . In the following, we will often use the same label for an extension of a state. For example, we will denote an extension of ρ An to m systems (for m ≥ n) by ρ Am .
Dual basis and quantum tomography
Definition 2.8. Let {e i } i∈N be a family of vectors in a Hilbert space
where f i |v denotes the inner product between f i and v.
Without proof, we state the following lemma known from linear algebra.
Lemma 2.9. If {f i } i∈N is a basis of H, then there exists a unique family {e i } i∈N such that {f i } i∈N is a dual of {e i } i∈N .
Note that the set End(H) of endomorphisms on H forms a complex Hilbert space with inner product (U, V ) → tr(U V † ). Similarly, the set Herm(H) of hermitian operators on H is a real Hilbert space with inner product (U, V ) → tr(U V ). Hence, a family {F z } z∈Z of elements from Herm(H) is a dual of a family {F *
for any U ∈ Herm(H A ) and V ∈ Herm(H B ). Since Tr B can be written as Tr B = id A ⊗ tr B (where H A ⊗ C is identified with H A ) we find
and thus
The assertion then follows from (9).
Let Z = {F z } z∈Z be a POVM on H B and let {F * z } z∈Z be a family of elements from Herm(H B ) such that {F z } z∈Z is the dual of {F * z } z∈Z . Definition 9 directly implies that any density operator ρ B on H B can be written as
i.e., ρ B is fully determined by the probability distribution ρ B Z of the outcomes when applying the measurement Z on ρ B . On the other hand, it is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.10 that, for any density operator ρ AB on H A ⊗ H B ,
The above formulas are useful for quantum state tomography, that is, the reconstruction of an unknown quantum state ρ given only the statistics of measurement applied to identical copies of ρ. For example, it follows from (10), the strong convexity of the trace distance and Lemma 2.1 that the estimateρ
In particular, in order to obtain good estimates, one should choose a POVM Z such that the traces tr|F * z | are small.
3 Informationally complete POVMs and duals
Symmetric informationally complete POVMs
Intuitively, a POVM Z = {F z } z∈Z is useful for tomography if the distance between any two operators F z and F z ′ is large. This is for instance the case for symmetric POVMs as defined below, where the operators F z are symmetrically distributed over the space of positive operators.
is an informationally complete POVM that consists of rank-one projectors
with the property that
Analytic constructions of symmetric informationally complete POVMs are known for dimensions d = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 (see, e.g., [RBKSC04, Gra04] ). It can be shown that if a symmetric informationally complete POVM exists in dimension d, then θ d is a universal constant which is independent of the particular symmetric informationally complete POVM. It equals 
Proof. Let us define α := d 2 + d − 1. It is straightforward to verify that the operators
satisfy tr(F * z F z ′ ) = δ zz ′ , where δ zz ′ denotes the Kronecker-delta, which equals one if z = z ′ and 0 otherwise. This implies property (i). To obtain their eigenvalues, consider the matrix 
A construction for arbitrary dimensions
As mentioned in the previous section, symmetric informationally complete POVMs are suitable for tomography. However, their existence is only proven for certain dimensions. In this section, we will give a construction of informationally complete POVMs for any dimension. It is motivated by a general group-theoretic technique for finding such POVMs (see e.g., [DPS04] ).
Let H be a d-dimensional Hilbert space and let ω := e 
where ⊕, ⊙ denotes addition and multiplication modulo d, respectively. Furthermore, define
We will use the simple identity
where δ α,β denotes the Kronecker-delta, which equals 1 if α = β and 0 otherwise. Note that this identity directly follows from
Lemma 3.3. The operators {D α } α∈Z d ×Z d have the following properties.
(i). D α is unitary for every
Proof. These properties are well-known (see e.g., [DPS04] ) and can also be verified by direct calculation. The proof is omitted here.
Lemma 3.4. Define
Then ρ is a state, i.e., ρ ∈ S(H).
Proof. To show that the operator ρ is non-negative, we make use of the following operators. Let 
This concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.5. Let
Proof. We show that
α where ρ ∈ S(H) is the state given in Lemma 3.4. The statement then follows from Lemma 3.3 (i) and (ii) because these imply that the operators are non-negative and resolve the identity.
We claim that
This can be verified as follows using the fact that the operators are unitary, Lemma 3.3 (iii), and the identity c(α, β) = −c(β, α):
By inserting the state ρ given in Lemma 3.4, we obtain
Using Lemma 3.3 (iii) again as well as the identity (16) establishes the fact that this equals ∆ α .
To simplify the notation, let us introduce the hermitian operators
With these operators, the POVM in question has the simple form
Let us first compute two useful identities concerning the trace of these operators.
Proof. As D 0 = id, we have from Lemma 3.3 (v) the identity tr(
this gives
and identity (18) we have 
Proof. The operators Θ α are hermitian since, by definition, the operators Λ α are hermitian. The fact that Z is a dual of the family of operators Θ α follows from the representation (17) of the POVM operators and Lemma 3.6.
Proof. Let λ 1 , . . . , λ d be the eigenvalues of Θ α (including multiplicities). Then
as can be computed directly using Lemma 3.6.
Analysis of symmetric probability distributions
In this section, we derive a number of useful properties of symmetric probability distributions. These results will later be applied to probability distributions resulting from measurements of a symmetric quantum state. It is worth noting that our proof of the finite quantum de Finetti representation does not rely on a classical de Finetti-style theorem (as opposed to [CFS02] ). It is, however, straightforward to obtain a de Finetti representation for (classical) probability distributions based on the results presented in the sequel.
Estimating the frequency distribution of a subsequence
Let (z,z) be the concatenation of an n-tuple z and a k-tuplez of elements from Z. We show that, if (z,z) is randomly chosen according to a symmetric probability distribution P (Z,Z) , then the frequency distribution Qz of the sub-tuplez is a good estimate for the frequency distribution Q z of the remaining subsequence z.
We need the following simple relation between the distances of frequency distributions of subsequences obtained from a sequence of elements from Z.
Lemma 4.1. Let Z be a set and let z andz be elements of Z n and Z k , respectively. Then
Proof. By the definition of the frequency distribution,
Hence, using the convexity of the variational distance,
The triangle inequality then leads to
from which the assertion follows.
We now show that Q z is close to Qz by showing that the expression on the r.h.s. of the inequality in Lemma 4.1 is small in expectation.
Lemma 4.2. Let Z be an n-tuple andZ a k-tuple of random variables over a set Z of size
Proof. Let Z := (Z 1 , . . . , Z n ) andZ := (Z 1 , . . . ,Z k ). It suffices to show that, for all probability distributions q ∈ Distr(Z),
The assertion then follows from
Let thus q ∈ Distr(Z) be fixed. For every z ∈ Z, let χ z be the function on Z defined by
where, for anyz = (z 1 , . . . ,
Using Jensen's inequality,
We claim that for any i = j,
To prove this identity, first note that the expectation value can be written in the form Lemma 4.4 establishes a connection between the quantity D q (P Z ) and the product structure of symmetric probability distributions.
Lemma 4.4. Let Y be a random variable over Y and let Z = (Z 1 , . . . , Z r ) be an r-tuple of random variables over Z, such that the conditional probability distribution P Z|Y =y is symmetric for every y ∈ Y. Then, for all q ∈ Distr(Z),
Proof. Using the strong convexity of the variational distance, we have
Since P Z|Y =y is symmetric, Lemma 2.4 implies P Zi|Y =y,QZ=q =q, for every y ∈ Y. Hence,
where the last equality follows from (4). Combining (25) and (26) leads to
Analysis of symmetric quantum states
The goal of this section is to derive results on symmetric quantum states, based on the corresponding results of symmetric probability distribution given in the previous section. In Section 5.1, we first show how certain properties of the measurement statistics imply structural properties of the corresponding quantum states. Then, in Section 5.2, we combine these results with those of Section 4.2 in order to prove statements about the structure of symmetric quantum states.
Deducing the state structure from measurement results
Consider a state of a bipartite system conditioned on a measurement on one of the systems. We first prove an upper bound on the amount of dependence between this conditional state and the measurement outcome.
Lemma 5.1. Let ρ AB ∈ S(H A ⊗ H B ) and let Z = {F z } z∈Z be a POVM on H B . Then, for all q ∈ Distr(Z) and z ∈ Z,
where the maximization is over all POVMs Y on H A .
Proof. Let Y := {E y } y∈Y be a POVM on H A . Then, from the triangle inequality, (2) and (4),
where
with the maximization ranging over all POVMs Y on H A . Using equation (3), we have
With (27), it follows that
Z (z) for every z ∈ Z and every POVM Y on H A . Therefore, using (8), we conclude that
.
For a POVM Z = {F z } z∈Z on a Hilbert space H, we define the constants
where the minimum ranges over all families {F * z } z∈Z of elements from Herm(H) such that Z is the dual of {F * z } z∈Z . If no such family {F * z } z∈Z exists, we set C 1 (Z) := ∞. Note that, due to Lemma 2.9, if Z is an informationally complete POVM, thenC i (Z) < ∞, for i = 1, 2. By the interpretation given to the values tr(|F * z |) in Section 2.4, the value C 1 (Z) can be seen as a measure for the accuracy by which an unknown state ρ can be estimated from the statistics obtained by the measurement Z.
For a d-dimensional Hilbert space H, letC i (d) be the minimum of C i (Z), minimized over all POVMs Z on H, that isC
The following corollary is a direct consequence of of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.8.
Corollary 5.2. Let H be a d-dimensional Hilbert space. Then
If symmetric informationally complete POVMs exist in dimension d, then
The main result of this section expresses the intuitive fact that a bipartite state has product form if every bipartite measurement yields a product distribution. 
Using these identities, the strong convexity of the trace distance, and Lemma 2.1, we obtain
The assertion then follows from Lemma 5.1 and the definition of C 1 (Z).
The product structure of symmetric quantum states
We now combine the results of Section 4 and Section 5.1. We start with a quantum analogue of Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 5.4. Let ρ Ar ∈ S(H A ⊗ H ⊗r ) be symmetric relative to H A and let Z = {F z } z∈Z be a POVM on H. Then, for any q ∈ Distr(Z),
Proof. Let Y be a POVM on H A . Since, by Lemma 2.6, ρ r |Y=y is symmetric, the probability distribution ρ r Z r |Y=y is also symmetric, for all y ∈ Y. Lemma 4.4 thus implies
The first assertion of the lemma then follows from Theorem 5.3. The second assertion of the lemma follows directly from (28) and property (2) of the variational distance, i.e., δ(ρ 1
The next lemma shows that symmetry imposes severe constraints on the structure of quantum states. More precisely, if a symmetric quantum state has product structure with respect to one of its subsystems, this directly implies that the state has product structure with respect to all its subsystems.
Proof. Using the triangle inequality for the trace distance, we get
Since, by equation (7), the trace distance does not change when tracing out the product state (ρ 1 ) ⊗i , we have, for any i ∈ [n],
Using the fact that the trace distance can only decrease when taking a partial trace (see (5)), we get δ(ρ An−i , ρ
Combining (30) with (31) and inserting this into (29) concludes the proof.
Combined with Lemma 5.4, we obtain an upper bound on the distance between a symmetric state with n subsystems and an n-fold product state.
Corollary 5.6. Let ρ An+m ∈ S(H A ⊗H ⊗n+m ) be symmetric relative to H A and let Z = {F z } z∈Z be a POVM on H. Then, for any q ∈ Distr(Z),
Proof. Obviously, the density operator ρ An+m is symmetric relative to H A ′ := H A ⊗ H ⊗n−1 . Thus, with r := m + 1, we can write ρ Proof. It suffices to show that, for all probability distributions q ∈ Distr(Z), Let thus q ∈ Distr(Z) with P Q (Z,Z) (q) > 0 be fixed. The variational distance between Qz and q can be written as δ(Qz, q) = z∈Z ′ max q(z) − Qz(z), 0 .
where Z ′ := {z ∈ Z : q(z) > 0}. It is easy to see that, for any z ∈ Z, the random variable S z := k · QZ(z), conditioned on the event Q (Z,Z) = q, is distributed according to Hyp(n + k, (n + k) q(z), k). For any z ∈ Z ′ , let ε z := ε q(z)/t. Lemma A.3 (with ℓ = kε z ) then implies 
Since, by Jensen's inequality,
the event in (38) implies that the sum on the r.h.s. of (37) is smaller than ε, that is, δ(Qz, q) < ε. Inequality (36) thus follows directly from the bound (38).
Lemma A.5. Let Z be an n-tuple andZ a k-tuple of random variables over a set Z of size |Z| = t, for k ≤ n, such that P (Z,Z) is symmetric. Then, for all ε ≥ 0 and forz ← PZ,
Proof. Let τ := t k andε := ε − τ . Note that, if ε ≤ τ , the r.h.s. of the inequality in the lemma becomes larger than 1 because ε ≤ 1, i.e., the assertion is trivially true. Thus we can assume thatε > 0. For allz ∈ Z k , let pz := P 
With the definition Λ := {z ∈ Z k : pz < τ } , the bound (39) can be rewritten as where the second inequality follows from the observation thatε 2 = (ε − τ ) 2 ≥ ε 2 − 2τ and τ = t k . It thus remains to be shown that, for anyz ∈ Λ,
Let thusz ∈ Λ be fixed. Then Finally, using Lemma A.5, we directly obtain Lemma A.6 below which corresponds to Lemma 5.7 of Section 5.2. Lemma A.6. Let ρ n+k ∈ S(H ⊗n+k ), for k ≤ n, be symmetric and let Z = {F z } z∈Z be a POVM on H with |Z| = t. Then, for all ε ≥ 0 and forz ← ρ k
The proof of Theorem A.1 is now similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1, where, instead of Lemma 5.7, Lemma A.6 is used to bound the r.h.s. of (32) and (33).
